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Outline 

MCHSL PubMed Mechanics Workshop 

PubMed: The U.S. National Library of Medicine’s (NLM’s) search system for literature in the health fields.   
Four main types of results: 
• MEDLINE, the NLM’s core medical database. 
• OLDMEDLINE which contains citations from 1948 -1965. 
• In-process citations not yet indexed. 
• Publisher-contributed individual articles. 
 
Purpose 
To gain an understanding of the most popular search features of PubMed which will improve and enhance 
searching abilities. 
  
Objective 
 The objective is to familiarize you with PubMed and to feel comfortable performing searches. 
  
Learning Outcomes 
 After completing the workshop, you will know how to effectively use PubMed in your searches, including: 
• Basic and Advanced Searching 
• MeSH 
• Filters 
• Clinical Queries 
• Saving to Clipboard (My NCBI) 
• Access Full-Text articles 



Click on PubMed from the top bar on the Library’s (MCHSL) website (library.mchs.com).  

Accessing PubMed through the library will sync MCHSL’s journal subscriptions to records in PubMed, 
making it easier and faster to access full-text articles. 
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Accessing PubMed 

MCHSL PubMed Mechanics Workshop 

1. Search Box. Enter terms here. 
2. Using PubMed:  Lists of tutorials and starter guides.  
3. PubMed Tools: Searching tools. Use Single Citation Matcher to find articles from citations and use 

Clinical Queries to search only clinical resources (meta-analyses, systematic reviews, randomized controlled 
trials, etc). 

4. More Resources: Additional resources. Use the MeSH Database to search using Medical Subject 
Headings. 

//trinity-health.org/corp/CO/01/groups/KM/LIBRARY/LIBFILES/Workshops/PubMed Mechanics/Updates 2015/library.mchs.com
http://mc.opal-libraries.org/login?url=http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/clinical
http://mc.opal-libraries.org/login?url=http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/clinical
http://mc.opal-libraries.org/login?url=http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/clinical
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Search Box 

MCHSL PubMed Mechanics Workshop 

The search box is at the top of the homepage and each additional search page. Type keywords or concepts in the 
search box; auto-suggestions will appear to show what others have searched. 
 

If searching more than one topic, use Boolean operators AND, OR, or NOT.  
Boolean operators must be capitalized. 
 

• AND: Combines two concepts; this refines searches and lowers the number of results                          

(ex. diabetes AND heart disease). 

• OR: Searches for results with either search concepts. This will expand the search and increase the results. 

(ex. diabetes OR heart disease). 

• NOT: Excludes specific terms. This will limit the search and decrease the results.                                 

(ex. diabetes NOT heart disease).*Use with caution: many comprehensive studies (such as systematic reviews or 

meta-analyses) will discuss several concepts and using NOT will exclude these high-level results.*  
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MeSH 

MCHSL PubMed Mechanics Workshop 

PubMed is indexed using MeSH (Medical Subject Headings). This means that records in PubMed have terms 

connected to them based on the type and content of the article. Searching with MeSH enables extreme 

precision when searching in PubMed.  

• To search using MeSH terms, go to the PubMed homepage and click on "MeSH database” in column 3.   

• Type a concept and see if any MeSH terms relate. If no results appear, make the concept less specific and try 

again.  

• Click on a term to see the MeSH record. The record includes the definition, subheadings, entry terms 

(words that will trigger a search using the MeSH heading), and the hierarchical tree. If the term is relevant, 

click “Add to search builder” and click “Search PubMed” to see the results. 

pubmed.gov
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mesh
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mesh
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mesh
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Display Settings 

MCHSL PubMed Mechanics Workshop 

The Display Settings customize how the 

results are displayed and sorted. 

 
• The default Format setting is 

Summary but can be switched to 

Abstract. 

• The default Results per page is 20 

but can be switched from 5 to 200. 

• The default Sort by setting is 

Recently Added but can be switched 

to Pub Date or Relevance.  
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Filters 

MCHSL PubMed Mechanics Workshop 

Filters activated indicates 
the filters that are applied. 

An unfiltered search can result in a large list of results. Use the filters located 
in the left-hand column to refine the results.  

 

1.  "Customize …” 

• Add filters. 

2.  "Show additional filters”  

• Add filter options. 

3.  Checkmark 

• Apply filters to search. 

4.  “Clear"  

• Remove filters in set 

category. 

5.  “Clear all” 

• Remove all filters. 
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Advanced Search 

MCHSL PubMed Mechanics Workshop 

Another way to search is to use the Advanced Search Builder, found under the main search box on any page. 

The Advanced Search Builder makes it easier to build complex searches or to search in specific fields such 
as Author, Title, Subject, etc.  
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Search History 

MCHSL PubMed Mechanics Workshop 

• To combine the two previous searches topics, we can click "Add" under the column "Add to builder." 

• Clicking “Add” will automatically add the terms to the search builder. 

• Clicking “Add to history” will show you the number of results for that search. To see the results, either click on 
the number under “Items found” or click “Search” above. 
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Clinical Queries 

MCHSL PubMed Mechanics Workshop 

To search only for Clinical resources, click on “Clinical Queries” from the PubMed Homepage (Column 2) or 
from the Library Databases page. 

Type the topic in box and click 
“Search.” 
 
The 1st column is Clinical Studies, such 
as RCT, cohort studies, research 
support, and more. 
To see all clinical studies, click “See all.” 
 
The 2nd column shows only Systematic 
Reviews. To see all results, click “See 
all.” 
 
Clicking “See all” for either category 
will open up the results in the regular 
PubMed results screen, at which point 
filters can be applied for a more precise 
search. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/clinical
http://library.mchs.com/databases
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Saving to Clipboard 

MCHSL PubMed Mechanics Workshop 

Results can be temporarily saved in the Clipboard. To add results to the Clipboard, click on the box next to the 
result, click on the arrow next to "Send to:" and select "Add to Clipboard." 

To access the clipboard, click on “Clipboard” in the top-right corner . From this screen, you can view the 
records, email them, or save them in a personal Collection (you must have an account to save a Collection).  
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My NCBI Account 

MCHSL PubMed Mechanics Workshop 

To save in a Collection, a MyNCBI account is necessary. In the top-right corner of every page is a link to 
"Sign in to NCBI." Accounts are free and allow you to permanently save and build upon existing collections. 
This is useful for long-term projects. 

*To set up preferences or 
customized filters within your 
NCBI account, set up an 
appointment with a librarian. 
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Full-Text Access 

MCHSL PubMed Mechanics Workshop 

PubMed itself does not provide access too full-text articles, except in the case of Open Access and 
vendor-supplied articles; however, accessing PubMed through the library website will sync up the 
library’s journal subscriptions to the results in PubMed. This will provide access to the full-text. 
In the case the library does not have access to a particular article, you can request the article 
through the library’s InterLibrary Loan (ILL) services. 
 
After accessing PubMed through the library website and finding an article, open up the article 
record. In the upper, right-hand corner should be a burgundy icon “MCHSL Access.” Click on 
that to see full-text options. 

library.mchs.com
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Full-Text Access Pt 2 

MCHSL PubMed Mechanics Workshop 

Sometimes the icon will link directly to the full-text, and other times, it will link to the most recent issue of 
the journal. Search for the full-text using the article citation.  
 
Other times, it will give a screen with the article information and resources for the citation. The top options 
will be electronic access and the last option will link to the library’s print resources. Click on each link until 
it gives full-text access to the article.  
 
If none of the links work, fill out a Request an Article form and the library will request it for you. 

Each journal publisher links their articles differently so if you have any difficulties accessing the full-text 
articles, don’t hesitate to ask library staff for help. 

 

Electronic access 

Print access 
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Questions? 

MCHSL PubMed Mechanics Workshop 

If you have any questions or need assistance, please don’t hesitate to contact the library. 


